When producing sound I went out and recorded sounds that where what I wanted or close
to what I wanted I then dragged all my sounds in to logic pro I did know have much
knowledge with logic so I had help when editing the sounds.

Once my sound was in logic I then normalized it this then got rid of most the background
noise for most of my sounds this was ok and I was happy with how they turned out.
However with the wind, water and footsteps I wanted them to sound more cartoon and
such

To make the wind sound more distant and
like it was coming through small holes I had
to use different effects distortions and
equalizers to change the pitch and echo.

With the water drops sound effect i had to use the
overdrive effector which made the sound louder
and heavier but it also slightly distorts the sound
which doesn’t effect it much as this sound with be
mixed in with other sounds for the games

for the footsteps I used an auto filter to dampen the sound
making sound like the foot step were walking on carpet

once I was happy with my sounds I exported each sound individually as a wav file which lead
me to having sound files a second long I moved the sounds in to unreal and made an audio
blueprint where the wind, water, creeks and mice were put in to one audio blue print where
the sounds would randomly loop over and over with a 2 to 3 second delay over than the
wind sound which was continuous.

when I made my music I used the keyboard window to add the notes I wanted to make a
tune that felt like a cheerful medieval band playing in a tavern for this piece of music with
my other piece of music I wanted it to sound like a dark theme like the caves and dungeons
in games like skyrim and witcher.
I find that I don’t have much of a feel when it comes to making music so I had to get help I
learnt to start with a basic melody or bass then build it up around the tune.

